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Abstract

The rational planning process is a widely accepted method to guide the
profession of Urban and Regional Planning. After a literature review, limited and
incomplete information was found concerning the rational planning process.
A comparison was conducted among three documented rational planning
processes. A common labeling system identifying all the concepts within each
process was developed in order to examine the steps within each process for
similarities and variations. The three areas focused on are the sequential
ordering, labeling and defining of steps within the processes.
The inconsistent sequential ordering, labeling and. defining
of steps
. ., ,
detailing the rational planning model over time have created a variety of
fragmented representations of the rational planning process.
The author proposes a consolidated planning process based primarily
upon the three examined planning processes.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Planning is a generic activity in which people think or act in ways designed
to achieve a goal. There is also the profession of city and regional planning
which is the application of the concept of planning in a specific context, improving
the future condition of a city or region. Here, when the planning process is
addressed, it is within the context of the practice of city and regional planning.
Alexander R. Ernest defines planning as, " .. . the deliberate social or
organizational activity of developing an optimal strategy of future action to
achieve a desired set of goals, for solving novel problems in complex contexts,
and attended by the power and intention to commit resources and to act as
necessary to implement the chosen strategy." (1986).
As the profession of city and regional planning has matured its
practitioners have developed processes to explain its most central process or the
elements of those processes. Perhaps the most widely accepted such process
describes planning as a rational process. That rational planning process is the
focus of this paper.

Background Information
This background introduces the rational planning process as a means to
guide the city planning process. The first glimpse of the process will illustrate
general principles described by various authors to drive and maintain the process
over time. Next, the section covers a historical perspective on the role of the
rational planning process within urban and regional planning and ends with
comments concerning the fate of the rational process within city planning.
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The theories used in the planning context are drawn from a diversity of
fields such as, sociology, economics, anthropology, and social psychology. The
planning profession needs this diversity in its body of knowledge to better
comprehend the complexities of the modern urban environment. Further, the
profession of planning is interdisciplinary in nature and the roles planning plays in
society are constantly evolving.
Planning theory can be broken into two general categories, the
substantive and the normative. The former focuses on "What do we know about
what we are planning, and for whom we are planning?" and the latter, "How do
we plan... ?" (Alexander, 1986). The normative aspect or the explanatory nature
of the process will be the primary focus of this work.
A literature review has been conducted in order to describe the rational
planning process. Describing the rational planning process involves splitting the
applicable information into two categories: (1) general principles that guide the
rational planning process and (2) information that outlines, identifies, and defines
the steps within the planning process. The former is described in figure 1 by
taking relevant pieces of information from several articles and presenting them.
The latter is the primary focus of the paper. Three rational planning processes
will be examined in detail.
The rational planning process was the generally accepted theory in
planning practice until the early 1950's. As the role of the planner expanded,
authors such as Ernest Alexander, Andreas Faludi, and H. Simon noted
weaknesses with the rational planning process. The most notable complaint was
that the process demands complete and perfect information with regards to the
creation and evaluation of all possible alternatives. Alexander stated the
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•

It consists of a number of stages that link ideas to action. (Alexander, 1986)

•

It contains a prescribed relationship between goals and means. (Alexander, 1986)

•

There is " ... systematic forward progression from goal setting to implementation and back

again through a feedback loop" (Kaiser, 1995).
•

There is a " ...connection between goals, objectives, and policies; its staged progression

from goal-setting to implementation; and its use of logic and deduction to analyze relevant
information" (Kaiser, 1995).
•

"In its essence, the rational model reduces to three elements: 1) action is purposeful, i.e., is

directed toward some explicit end; 2) action is based on scientific analyses and the inferences
which are drawn from these analyses; and 3) the action taken is evaluated to see if the end
was achieved" (Goldstein, 1978).
•

It provides "The possibility of making accurate predictions concerning future states..."

(Goldstein, 1978).
•

"Rationalism ideally assumes that all possible alternatives and its consequences will be

considered and the best eventually selected and implemented" (Goldstein 1978).
•

"The rational model assumes that objectives or goals of policy are specified in advance... "

(Goldstein, 1978).
•

"Rationalism entails a commitment to the view that all problems are at root technical ones,

capable of technical solutions by appropriately credentialed experts" (Goldstein 1978).
•

The problem can be known and definable. (Dluhy, 1986)

•

"There is a utility function or preference ordering for all decision makers that is exhaustive,

consistent and commensurable in a single ordering system" (Dluhy, 1986).

Figure 1. General Principles Guiding the Rational Planning Process
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research has shown decisions are not made in the way the rational process
describes, therefore, over time, the planning profession has gone through a
process called paradigm breakdown (1984). No single general accepted theory
existed as the foundation for developing skills and tools needed for application
(Alexander, 1984).
Galloway and Mahayni applied Kuhn's theories on the structure of
scientific revolution as an explanation of how planning theories evolved and
transformed over time through a process called paradigm breakdown.
"The authors use the five-phase process formulation of Kuhn as a basic
framework, illustrating each step with relevant developments in planning.
• Preparadigm Period. In this period there is no consensus concerning a
basic paradigm. Competing schools of thought vie with one another for
legitimacy and dominance. Taking as a starting point the turn of the
century and going up to the early 1920's, a variety of different urban
planning concepts developed: city beautiful, master planning, the park
movement, housing reform, social reform-settlement houses, and municipal
reform.
• Paradigm Development. A formalized community of adherents appears.
This period extends roughly from the 1920s through the mid-1940s.
Consensus forms regarding a particular orientation. In urban planning the
comprehensive land-use concept took hold. Planning and zoning power
were established and land-use planning became legitimized as a function of
local government.
• Paradigm Articulation. Problem-solving research and theory
development are stimulated and guided by the paradigm. The paradigm is
extended during this time. This period covers the mid-1940s through the
1950s. Simon, Lindblom and others better articulate the rationalist theory.
Social scientists contribute to developments.
• Paradigm Anomaly. In this period, one is faced with paradoxical
phenomena. The paradigm falters as anomalies appear. Here we are
talking of the 1960s and the early 1970s. There is inability to predict or
successfully address critical social and racial problems and inability to deal
with the political environment. Widespread criticism of planning activities is
expressed. Social action and advocacy formulations employing conflict
tactics begin to appear.
• Paradigm Crisis. Attempts are made to resolve anomalies within
existing paradigms as well as to formulate alternative ones. Again, there is
the emergence of competing schools of thought. This period involves the
late 1970s and 1980s. Fragmentation is extensive. Different
constituencies form within the profession. Professional boundaries become
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less clear. Notions of endemic turbulence guide and disturb theory
formulation. Concepts of societal planning come to the fore through the
policy analysis school." (Dluhy, 1986).

Alexander suggested some possible effects of this paradigm breakdown
relating to the rational planning process. The ritual response would remain
prevalent until alternative processes were put forward to supercede the
normative framework the rational planning theory supplied. The ritual response
of educators and authors of textbooks for students and practitioners was to
continue to present versions of the rational process, either with modifications to
address some of its more obvious flaws or in recognition of the lack of any
suitable alternatives (Alexander, 1984 ). Hudson also noted the variability
amongst the rational planning process and had this explanation for it, "The
apparent diversity is mainly a matter of labeling and packaging, with subtle
differences that are often exaggerated to achieve what salespeople are always
seeking -"product differentiation" (1979).
The rational planning process had a place of dominance upon its
emergence within the planning profession and with the appearance of competing
theories over time, lost favor in the planning profession. However, the rational
planning process is still a presence within the planning profession, to what
degree, and in what form is hard to say. The thesis further explores the
variability Alexander and Hudson noted among the representations of the rational
planning process.
Thesis Statement
The inconsistent sequential ordering, defining and number of steps
detailing the rational planning process over time have created a variety of
fragmented representations of the process.

5

Focus of Study

Three documented rational planning processes are explored in detail for
any variations and similarities. The following three documented rational
processes found in the following sources are examined: "Politics, Planning, &
the Public Interest", by Edward Banfield and Martin Meyerson; "Approaches To
Planning", by Ernest Alexander; and "Metropolitan Plan Making", by David
Boyce, Norman Day, and Chris McDonald.
The selection criteria for the processes are an outlined process with an
adequate description of the steps. The areas that are focused on for the
variations or similarities are;
•

The way various authors define the content described to

accomplish each
•

step within the rational planning process.

The sequential order of the step headings in the process.

The primary intent of the paper is to reconcile existing information within
planning literature concerning the rational planning process in order to clarify
areas of misnomers, which ultimately should lead to a better understanding of the
process. A by-product of the above mentioned analysis will be a consolidated
process based primarily on the three examined processes. The consolidated
process is addressed in Chapter
Problematic Areas of Study

The defining of the rational planning process in the above sections was
done by taking bits of information from several sources and combining them. No
source was found in the city planning literature that attempted to fully explain the
rational planning process.
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The lack of well outlined and detailed explanations of the rational planning
process within planning theory literature made comparison among the processes
difficult. The large span of time between the processes reviewed compounded
this problem.
Part of the analysis is creating identifiable step headings and putting
concepts from the three processes into the appropriate step heading. With so
many concepts and ideas comprising the processes, capturing the primary
elements all the processes shared and formulating a common labeling system
(main objectives) so further analysis could be conducted is complex.
Interpretation and Use of the Concept of Rationalism
The intent of the paper does not provide a critique giving the strengths
or weaknesses based on Rationalism, other planning theories or among the
three processes. The intent is to better understand the existing processes within
Urban and Regional Planning. Andreas Faludi states, "The aim of rational
planning is not that of pursuing a distant ideal of total rationality, but of producing
optimal results in given circumstances, which include the limited capacities of
decision-makers" (1 973).
The magnitude of the issues pertaining to the concept of rationalism and
the attempts at defining rationalism are also possible explanations for the
diversity and confusion that exists among rational planning processes. The
following statements better illuminate this point.
"Rational, rationality, and rationalism belong to the type of word that can be used
both with different meanings and to denote the same meanings as other words.
The dynamism of a word in its common usage can often bring a chain of
associations which might lead away from the real meaning of the word within a
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specific context. In the course of history intellectual currents intermingle. Ideas,
methods, views that belong to a particular system of thought are dropped and
they are replaced by other ideas often coming from contradictory systems.
Because of its strength, however, the actual word expressing the original idea
may remain the same even though its content has change" (camhis1979).
"A lot of confusion surrounding what is called rationalism in planning can be
traced to the origins of the various ideas that comprise it, and eventually to the
contradictions between (and within) these ideas, both at their point of origin and
during their subsequent development" (Camhis 1979).

The rational planning process has drawn from a larger body of literature
covering Rationalism, including such writers as Lindblom and Simon. Tracing
the development of that body of work and its links to planning is beyond the
scope of this paper.
Reasons for Study of Topic
Much of the literature about the rational planning process starts from the
assumption that we all know what the process is. Alexander stated "There is no
need to describe the rational planning model to our readers; that is the sign of a
true paradigm" (1984). The key question this statement raises is what level of
detail should be used to "describe" the rational process? Should it describe the
principles behind rationalism that are applied to the rational planning process,
identification of the steps in the process, the requirements needed to fulfill the
steps, or a combination of both? Upon closer examination, the rational planning
process requires further explanation.
Based on a review of the literature, few sources were found that outlined
and gave an adequate explanation of the steps of the rational planning process.
Most the sources encountered gave only step headings with no further
description of the headings and/or did not reference directly back to the source
8

where they got their information about the rational planning process. This and
the variety of labels given to the various step headings found within the
processes and to the processes themselves fragmented the rational planning
process over time which consequently added to the false sense of understanding
the rational planning process. Figure 2 outlines different limited versions of the
rational planning process, presented in their entirety, including the various terms
used to describe the rational planning process. They illustrate the lack of
adequate information within the planning literature, on one of its foundation
theories. Another issue fragmenting information was the various terms used to
refer to the rational planning process. See figure 3.
The thesis suggests that we do not know what the rational planning
process is because in part, it is different in the expressions of different authors at
different times.
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"1. Goal setting
2. identification of policy alternatives
3. evaluation of means against ends
4. implementation of decisions
The process is not always undertaken in this sequence, and each stage permits multiple
interactions, feedback loops and elaboration of sub-process" (Hudson, 1979).
Hudson had no reference to another source for the rational planning process.
"1. Goals and objectives formulation, in which community leaders and citizens help formulate
a long-range vision
2. Design of alternative plans, in which planners and advisory groups prepare alternative
scenarios to achieve the vision
3. Evaluation of consequences, in which the projected costs and benefits of land use
alternatives are considered
4. Choice of preferred plan, in which community participants and planners settle on a
consensus plan
5. Implementation of adopted plan, in which the progress of development is compared with
the objectives of the plan
6. Monitoring and feedback of outcomes, in which the progress of development is compared
with the objectives of the plan
7. Plan revision, in which the plan is reanalyzed after a period of five years or so, and the re
planning process is begun, perhaps going back to a fundamental restudy of goals and
objectives and/or alternatives design if major changes have occurred, or perhaps only to
reconsideration of implementation if adopt
ed techniques are not effective" (Kaiser, 1995).
Kaiser had no reference to another source for the rational planning process.
"1. The decision-maker lists all the opportunities for action open to him
2. He identifies all the consequences which would follow from the adoption of each of the
possible actions
3. He selects the action which would be followed by the preferred set of consequences"
(Goldstein, 1979).
Goldstein uses Applebaum's process which referenced Banfield's planning process.

Figure 2. Examples of Rational Planning Processes

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

"Classical" planning process (Alexander, 1986)
Comprehensive planning model (Alexander, 1986)
Rational comprehensive planning (Hudson, 1979)
Synoptic tradition (Hudson, 1979)
Rational decision-making (Hudson, 1979)
Rational action model (Hudson, 1979)
Classic decision-making theory (Dluhy, 1986)
Rationalistic, comprehensive decision-making model (Dluhy, 1986)

Figure 3. Titles Identifying Rational Planning Processes
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CHAPTER II
METHODOLOGY
This writer is motivated by a desire to understand the rational planning
process within the context of urban and regional planning. Exploring all the
implications of the subject is a very large task. In order to keep the task
manageable, the research question and scope of this inquiry have been limited .
This inquiry will not fully illuminate the role of the rational planning process in
urban planning, but it is hoped that it will provide a foundation for better
understanding and further research.
Research Question

The rational planning process has been a major element in the foundation
of urban and regional planning for many years. Though criticized, it has not been
replaced by an alternative that is widely accepted. Understand ing the process
and comments made about it is made difficult by the fact that its descriptions are
inconsistent. What are the variations found within the content of each step and
the sequential ordering of the steps between the three models of the rational
planning process, provided by Banfield, Alexander, and Boyce?
Analysis Process

The analysis is presented in three chapters. In chapter I ll, the three
processes are presented in their entirety. The rationale for a common
vocabulary referred to as main objectives, which represents new step head ings
and the content found in each of the examined processes' step headings, is
introduced . The main objectives will be paired with the appropriate step headings
by matching the main objectives with the content it identified within the process's
step headings. The content of the processes is examined primarily by the
number of main objectives each process has after the content is paired up with
11

the main objective. The created main objectives and the order they are arranged
by step head ing will be the basis for further analysis conducted in chapters IV
and V.
In chapter IV, all the main objectives identified from chapter I l l will be
listed out and the associated step from each process will be matched with the
main objective. The main objectives will be used to examine the sequential
ordering of the steps as well as other notable observations between the
processes. Each process will be compared with one other until each process
has been compared with the other two.
Chapter V is similar to chapter IV in that the sequential ordering of the
main objectives is reviewed . However, only the main objectives shared by two
processes will be examined , to further explore the sequential ordering of the
main objectives. When the sequential ordering was examined in chapter IV,
main objectives that appeared in one comparison process and not the other
would affect the sequential ordering. This method examines the variations in the
sequential ordering based only on the shared main objectives.
I n addition, the sequential ordering of the steps between the processes
based strictly on shared main objectives found in all three processes wil l be
conducted.

12

CHAPTER Ill
CONTENT ANALYSIS
The three processes are presented in their entirety in figures 4, 5 and 6.
The information contained within the processes is either paraphrased or directly
quoted from the source. The rationale for a common vocabulary referred to as
main objectives, which represents new step headings and the actions found in
each of the examined processes' step, is explained. The chapter ends with a
review on the number of main objectives represented in each process and how
each process completed the main objectives.
One aspect all three processes have in common is the use of unique step
headings and unique methods to describe the processes within each step. The
steps identified by the authors of each process varied. The steps on the surface
have an opaque meaning without further explanation of what the step entailed.
The requirement to fulfill multiple activities within each step further complicates
the processes. These actions required to fulfill the steps varied greatly between
the processes, however the primary task to be completed by these actions is
similar, hence, the creation of a common labeling technique to categorize these
concepts.
A common labeling technique, referred to as main objectives is created
that identified all the content within each process needed to fulfill each step. The
main objectives are merely replacements for the various step headings used by
each author to outline their process. The creation of the main objectives
simplifies the task of identifying similar and different primary concepts between
the processes for comparison. Additionally, the main objectives are a simplified
labeling system which more readily identifies the purpose of the step itself. All
the main objectives are based upon content found within the processes and exist

13

Step 1. Analysis of the Situation

Design of preliminary alternatives that conform to the following constraints:
a. Working with conditions fixed by the situation such as the resources available.
b. "The opportunity area consists of the courses of action "really" open to him, i.e.
those which he is not precluded from taking by some limiting condition" ( 1 955).
c. Feasibility.
d. Cost effectiveness.
e. Preliminary design of alternatives that must already conform to goal.

Step 2. End Reduction and Elaboration

Explain the active and contextual elements of goals:
a. The active elements are the features of the situation that are the primary
interest and are sought after.
b.The contextual elements are features which exist in the background and
should not be adversely affected by the primary interest when avoidable.
Attach a ranking value to each goal.
Step 3. The Design of Courses of Action

Describes the three different level of details a course of action (alternatives)
may have when designing them.
a. The developmental level describes the most important commitments or
alternatives at a general level.
b. The program level gives details of the most important commitments at
an intermediary level.
c. The operational level describes the commitments in great detail.
Step 4. The Comparative Evaluation of Consequences

Evaluate the consequences of each course of action by the net value
attached to each set by a method such as cost-benefit analysis.
"Thus, before one can say that a given consequence is advantageous
or disadvantageous from the standpoint of the end-system as a whole,
it is necessary to calculate whether or not the gains in terms of some
ends outweigh the losses in terms of others" (1 955).

Figure 4. Banfield's Rational Planning Process
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Step 1. Generation of Alternative Concepts
•
This model views goals and alternatives in the early stages as being the same.
•
"defining a more detailed set of basic attributes for each alternative as a prelude to elaboration" ( 1 970).
•
"identifying the key organizing principles that constitute the generative idea of
each scheme" (1 970).
•
The following ideas are central concepts that could graphically represent alternatives or goals as a prelude to elaboration;
a. Plan Form - Spatial forms "exhibiting a singular organizing principle for the
physical structure of the region" ( 1 970).
b. Structural Characteristics - "Examples of structural characteristics are
centralization of activities versus decentralization, i.e. high vs low residential"
(1 970).
c. Transportation System - Another way of varying alternatives is to vary the
transportation system i.e. different freeway networks configurations radial vs.
grid.
•
Another method of generating central concepts is to examine the development process i.e. controlled development vs.
uncontrolled development
•
Goals were specified at a general level to allow any alternative to fulfill them, or they evolved as the alternatives were later
elaborated so the relationship between the goals and alternatives could be more precise.
Step 2. Elaboration of Each Concept into an Alternative Plan
•
Fully elaborate alternatives by following methods:
a. "Modeling forecasting regional totals of population, employment, and economic
activity" (1 970).
b. "Modeling for spatially allocating regional growth or private investment, referred
to here as urban development model" ( 1970).
c. "Models for simulating system performance, such as flows on a transportation
network" (1970).
•
Fully detailed objective and policy statements by giving the explanation or given implication of goal.
Step 3. Evaluation of Alternative Plans
•
Each alternative is evaluated individually by:
a. "network analyst, that is, the travel forecast, traffic assignment and performance
measures prepared for the transportation plan proposed for each land use
alternative" (1 970).
b. Performance measures were the following: "outputs of the network analyst also
served as measures and indices of the performance of the facility system in
response to a given land use analysis"; ''the proportion of the developed area and
the population served by public water supply and sewer systems were important
measures of each alternative" (I 970). The impact of alternatives on the tax base
and tax revenues of municipalities was another performance measure.
c. Another type of testing and measurement was the cost of public facilities and
service systems. It was assumed that different land use and transportation
alternatives would result in major differences in cost.
•
Alternatives were compared against each other with the option of creating a system for ranking alternatives based on
different attributes.
a. Efficiency criterion - "alternative is preferred to another if the net benefits of the first alternative exceed those of the
second, ratio of net benefits to cost, and incremental benefits and costs, maximizing net benefits" (1 970). An example of
an efficiency analysis is benefit-cost analysis.
b. Effectiveness criterion - "one alternative is preferred to another if it more fully achieves the objectives of the plan, given
a fixed budget or resource constraint, choose the alternative that most fully achieves the objectives, given a fixed set of
objectives to be achieved, choose the alternative that minimizes cost'' (1 970).
•
Evaluation and the preliminary decision could be done by a,
" . . . technical and professional staff undertaking primarily technical evaluations or the general public or selected interest
groups, such as public officials or business interests, making more general or politically based evaluations" (1 970).
Step 4. The Decision Process with Respect to the Alternative
•
The following methods were used to select alternative(s);
a. "The straightforward selection of a single alternative as the plan" (1 970).
b.
"The combination of elements or components of a series of alternatives into a final plan" ( 1 970).
"The regeneration of a plan from what has been learned through the preparations and evaluation of alternatives."
c.
(1 970).
•
The following were possible involved parties involved in the decision making
"Decisions are entirely internal to a technical and professional staff' (1 970).
a.
"Alternatives are presented to the general public or their representatives for a direct preference vote" (I 970).
b.

Figure 5. Boyce's Rational Planning Process
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Step 1. Problem Diagnosis
•
"The diagnosis of the problem depends on the image of the desired state, which acts as a point of reference" (1986).
•
Alexander discusses various ways a problem can be defined by outside variables such as the planner's own paradigm.
•
The definition of the problem directs the possible solutions
Step 2. Goal Articulation
•
Goals are related to problem definition.
•
Alexander discusses various methods to create goals such as:
a. Interaction with affected parties
b. Goals may already be given for the project
c. Analysis of appropriate documents.
•
Goals can be incompatible with each other.
•
The main obstacle in goal formulation is the need to fulfill multiple objectives and no one course of action will fulfill
them in their entirety.
•
Goals are essentially derived from the decision maker's norms and values.
•
Clearly defined goals are important to carry future steps such as design of alternatives and evaluation of alternatives.
Step 3. Predictions and Projection
•
"Development of alternative solutions to problems always requires projection into the future in order to estimate the
conditions, needs, and constraints" (1996).
•
The following are projection methods:
a. Population and employment projections.
b. One way to make projection is to use surrogate data of things for which projection
already exist, i.e.:
1. A method to estimate the need for future highway construction is to estimate
car ownership in the future.
2. Projection of expected energy demand is needed to predict future generating
capacity.
•
Prediction is essential for foreseeing the outcomes and impacts of alternative concepts, in order to properly evaluate and
select them.
Step 4. Design of Alternative(s)
•
Addresses various technical and informal methods of designing alternatives such as;
a. Heuristic search is informally gathering information such as asking a coworker.
b. Systematic search is deliberately accessing data from sources.
c. Other types of design methods are, "AIDA (analysis of interrelated decision areas),
IBIS (issue-based information system), the IDEALS concept, and the
morphological box" (1 996).
•
"A good plan must include deliberate design and cannot simply analyze given options" (1 996).
Step S. Plan Testing
•
Checks for internal consistency; does each alternative respond to the objectives, and constraints, example:
a. Is the alternative feasible, can it be done, given the known constraints and
available or projected resources?
b. If alternatives are not internally consistent or feasible, the alternatives may have to
be modified or the goals may have to be changed.
•
Alexander discusses pricing technique proposals such as cash-flow projections, and financial analyses conventionally
carried out for real-estate projects.
•
Alexander considers constraints on implementation also
Step 6. Evaluation
•
Evaluation stage begins when the planner knows they have a list of alternatives that can be implemented.
•
Use various quantitative evaluation criteria such as; efficiency (benefit-cost), cost-effectiveness analysis (good when
comparing programs with each other to see which gets the most use, but has no base unit to judge if either is worth it),
and impact analysis (environmental impact statements)
•
Use various qualitative evaluation criteria such as; "Planning Balance Sheet, an extension of benefit-cost analysis, to
include nonmonetary and distributional considerations. Another is the Goals-Achievement Matrix that reflect the impact
of alternative proposals on the objectives of different interest groups, objectives which could be given different priorities,
as, indeed, could the groups themselves" ( 1 996).
•
Decision maker can pick an alternative, go with status quo, or do nothing
Step 7. Implementation
•
The following are conditions that make implementation of alternatives more likely:
a. " . . . strong political commitment appears to be a necessary, but not always
sufficient condition for the adoption and successful realization of proposals.
Clearly defined goals, which are translatable into objectives that can be monitored,
are important. Simple projects that can be executed within a framework of
relative organizational autonomy are more likely to succeed than complex plans
that require the cooperation of numerous interdependent units" ( 1996).

Figure 6. Alexander's Rational Planning Process
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in at least one or more of the processes being examined. The order of the main
objectives presented hereinafter is based on the author's preference.
Additionally, the main objectives could not be listed in a manner, which would not
interfere with at least one of the processes sequential numbering system
identifying the steps.
Developing a method to speak of all three processes in a similar fashion
may seem unneeded, considering the processes represent the same concept.
However, the ambiguity of the rational planning process, due to various author's
interpretation of the rational planning process at different points in time affects
the language and methods used to describe the rational planning process.
The labeling technique is very important because the comparisons among
these rational processes are heavily based upon the analysis of the main
objectives. The following were the main objectives identified:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identify the issue(s)
Preliminary design of goal(s)
Final design of goal(s)
Preliminary design of alternative(s)
Final design alternative(s)
Preliminary evaluation of alternative(s)
Final evaluation of alternative(s)
Selection of alternative(s)
Implementation of alternative(s)

Definitions
Identify the issue(s)

•

This is the stage where the issues are identified.
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Preliminary design of goal(s)

•

This is the stage where loosely defined goals are formulated. The goals

can be altered or refined as later steps are completed. This classification was
only used when an author had a process to start goal formulation, and then in a
future step, the author would mention finalizing the formulation of goals.
Final design of goal(s)

•

This is the stage where goals are fully refined and can be used to

formulate alternatives or be used as evaluation criteria. If the process referenced
the formulation of goals within only one step, this main objective was used.
Preliminary design of alternative(s)

•

This is the stage where loosely defined alternatives are formulated. The

alternatives may be altered or refined as later steps are completed. This
classification was only used when an author had a process to start the design of
alternatives, and then in a future step, the author would mention finalizing the
design of alternatives.
Final design of alternative(s)

•

This is the stage where alternatives are fully refined and are based upon

fully elaborated goals. If the process referenced the formulation of alternatives
within only one step, this main objective was used.
Preliminary evaluation of alternative(s)

•

This is the stage where alternatives have a preliminary evaluation. This

classification was used when an author had a process to start evaluation, and
then in a future step, the author would mention finalizing the evaluation of
alternatives.
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Final evaluation of alternative(s)
•

This is the stage where alternatives are evaluated. If the process has only

one reference to evaluating alternatives, this main objective was used.

Selection of alternative(s)
•

This is the stage where selection of an alternative is made.

Implementation of alternative(s)
•

This is the stage where alternative is implemented

Explanation of Each Process
This section is the foundation for the forthcoming analysis in chapters IV
and V. Figures 7 , 8 and 9 depict the steps paired with the matching main
objective. Each process was broken down into three components; the steps, the
actions required to complete the steps, and the matching main objective.

Due

to its size, the pairing of the actions and steps with the main objectives for each
process is found in the Appendices as A-1. Any special circumstances or further
explanation of the processes was also completed at this stage.
Content Analysis
The actions required to fulfill the steps varied greatly between the
processes, almost to the point no one action found in one process had a
matching one in the other two. The actions described by the authors to complete
the main objectives are very different, even though the same main objective is
being completed. This is the most noticeable variation between the processes
with regards to content. Table 1 matches the main objective with the associated
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Step 1 . Analysis of the Situation
Main Objective:
a. Preliminary design of alternatives

Step 2. End Reduction and
Elaboration
Main Objective:
a. Final design of goals

Step 3. The Design of Courses of
Action
Main Objective:
a. Final design of alternatives

Step 4. The Comparative Evaluation of
Consequences
Main Objective:
a. Final evaluation of alternatives

Figure 7. Steps Matched with Main Objectives for Edward Banfield
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Step 1 . Generation of Alternative Concepts
Main Objectives:
a. Preliminary design of goals
b. Preliminary design of alternatives

of each concept into an Alternative Plan
Main Objectives:
a. Final design of alternatives
b. Final design of goals

Step 3. Evaluation of Alternative Plans
Main Objective:
a. Final evaluation of alternatives

Step 4. The Decision Process with Respect to the Alternative
Main Objectives:
a. Selection of alternatives

Figure 8. Steps Matched with Main Objectives for David Boyce
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Step I . Problem Diagnosis
Main Objective:
a. Identify the issues

Step 2. Goal Articulation
Main Objective:
a. Final Design of goals

Step 3. Prediction and Projection
Main Objectives:

a. Preliminary design of alternatives
a. Preliminary evaluation of alternatives
b. Selection of alternatives

Step 4. Design of Alternatives
Main Objective:

a. Fully elaborated alternatives

Step 5. Plan Testing
Main Objective:

a. Preliminary evaluation of alternatives

Step 6. Evaluation
Main Objectives:

a. Final evaluation of alternatives
b. Selection of an alternative

Step 7. Implementation
Main Objective:

a. Implementation of alternatives

Figure 9. Steps Matched with Main Objectives for Ernest Alexander
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Table 1 : Main Objectives Paired with Corresponding Steps
Main Objectives

Banfield

Boyce

Alexander

Identify the issues

X

X

Step 1

Preliminary design of goals

X

Step 1

X

Final design of goals

Step2

Step2

Step2

Preliminary design of

Step 1

Step 1

Step 3

Final design of alternatives

Step 3

Step2

Step 4

Preliminary evaluation of

X

X

Step 3, 5

Step 4

Step 3

Step 6

Selection of alternatives

X

Step 4

Step 3, 6

Implementation of

X

X

Step 7

alternatives

alternatives
Final evaluation of
alternatives

alternatives
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Banfield has four steps and four main objectives identified with his
process. Boyce has four steps and six main objectives identified with his
process. Alexander has seven steps and eight main objectives identified with his
process. The number of main objectives indicates which process has the most
content. Alexander has the most content out of the three compared processes.
Boyce identifies the second most amount of content within his process and
Banfield has the least amount of content within his process.
Boyce has a more detailed process because he identifies more actions to
complete each step/ main objective than the other two processes. Alexander has
a more comprehensive process because he identifies steps/main objectives
within his process the other two do not address. Stating one process is better
than the other is not the focus of this thesis.
Main Objective: Identify the Issues
Banfield and Boyce have no formal step identified to complete this step.
Alexander discusses the circumstances in which issues may be identified and the
factors which may influence how an issue is defined. The development of goals
has to be based upon underlying issues. Banfield and Boyce not having a formal
process within their process to identify issues prior to goal development is a
matter of choice but the step, whether explicitly outlined or implicitly
accomplished is a different approach, which ultimately may affect the outcome of
decision making.
Main Objectives: Preliminary and Final Design of Goals
Banfield and Alexander have one main objective represented in their
process to complete the development of goals. Boyce is the only process which
has two steps to create goals. This suggests Boyce's process for creating goals
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is a more complex process than the other two processes. Boyce describes
creating goals and alternatives concurrently. Banfield creates goals after
creating alternatives. The reason is that Banfield does not formally acknowledge
the creation of goals within a step prior to the creation of alternatives, but
mentions the creation of alternatives which conform to goals within his step final
development of alternatives. This explicitly implies goals have been created
even though no step was outlined within his process. Alexander creates goals
and then alternatives. Each rational process uses a different process with the
creation of goals.
Main Objectives: Preliminary and Final Design of Alternatives
All three processes have two main objectives to create alternatives.
Alexander uses his third step to first introduce techniques to develop alternatives.
Alexander does not use the third step as actions to accomplish at this step but
covers various techniques to be used in later steps. Alexander lists this step
here because this was the first point that prediction and projection methods were
required to develop alternatives.
Main Objectives: Preliminary and Final Evaluation of Alternatives
Banfield and Boyce have one main objective to evaluate alternatives.
Alexander has two main objectives to eval uate alternatives which suggests a
more complex process to evaluate alternatives. As discussed previously, the
third step in Alexander's process mention various techniques to be used to
evaluate alternatives, such as calculating whether the alternatives will achieve
the stated goals. No action was prescribed to accomplish at this step but just an
introduction to various techniques which would be used in later steps. Alexander
l ists this step here because this was the first point that prediction and projection
methods were required.
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Main Objective: Selection of Alternatives
Banfield does not specifically mention the process of selecting an
alternative. Considering the purpose of the process, it would be untrue to say
Banfield's process advocates not selecting an alternative; however he does not
explicitly state it in a step. Alexander and Boyce have a step to select
alternatives.
Main Objective: Implementation of Alternatives
Banfield and Boyce do not have main objective to implement the chosen
alternative. Alexander's process, the most current out of the three reviewed, has
a main objective to implement the chosen alternative. This is a notable break
between the processes because after the alternative is selected, the technical
aspect of the process is complete and it becomes more a political issue.
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CHAPTER IV
SEQUENTIAL ORDERING ANALYSIS BETWEEN TWO PROCESSES

The following section examines the sequential ordering of the steps
between the three processes. Factors which affect the sequential ordering are
discussed. Table 1 is used again to examine the sequential ordering of the steps
among the processes. Each process will be compared with one other until each
process has been compared with the other two.
Factors Effecting Sequential Ordering

Number of Step Headings and Main Objectives
•

Banfield and Boyce have four steps within their processes. Alexander has

seven steps.
•

Banfield has four main objectives, Boyce has six main objectives and

Alexander has eight main objectives.
•

The discrepancy between the number of steps and main objectives among

the processes is the primary factor affecting the sequential ordering as well as
the overall appearance of the processes. For example, in Alexander's process
the preliminary design of alternatives does not occur until his 3rd step, while this
same main objective is found in the 1 st step in Boyce's and Banfield's process.
This phenomenon is less prevalent when the analysis is restricted to only shared
main objectives among the processes.
Same Main Objective Appearing Multiple Times in Matrix
•

Alexander was the only process that had the same main objectives appear

in multiple steps. Preliminary design of alternatives and final selection of
alternatives are these main objectives. Alexander's 3rd Step (Prediction and
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Projection) appears three times in table 1, including the two repeated main
objectives. Alexander's 3rd step is unique, in that it is not so much a step to
complete but a technique that will be used repeatedly in future steps. Alexander
lists this step here because this was the first point that prediction and projection
methods were required. Alexander stated that prediction and projection methods
would also be used in his plan testing and evaluation steps. As previously
discussed, step 3 is a unique aspect in Alexander's as the step covered a wide
range of concepts. New main objectives could have been created (i.e.,
preliminary selection of alternatives and a third main objective to explain the
process of evaluating alternatives.). The author chose not to pursue this route,
as this phenomenon has no bearing on the outcomes.
Same Step Appearing Multiple Times in Matrix
•

Boyce's process had multiple main objectives within Step 1 and 2. He

emphasized the creation of goals and alternatives as being a continuous process
with one potentially affecting the other. This is a unique characteristic reflected
within his process, as he does not create preliminary goals, finalize goals and
then create alternatives based upon the goals. Instead, he creates both
preliminary goals and alternatives concurrently in a step and finalizes the
development of goals and alternatives in the next step. Boyce's process
indicates the creation of goals and alternatives is not a linear process where one
occurs after the other but a more complex process with feedback loops.
•

Alexander also has multiple main objectives found within Step 3 and 6.

Step 3 was previously discussed above. Step 6 combined Final Evaluation of
Alternatives and Selection of Alternatives together in one step. This is an
example of the surface sequential ordering being affected due to the Authors
being forced to clump the content or main objectives within a step. This
phenomenon is not necessary a true factor affecting the sequential ordering but a
side effect of forcing ideas into a process paradigm.
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Step Numbers Not Occurring Sequentially When Paired with Main Objectives
As noted earlier, the author listed the main objectives based on personal
ideals. Additionally, the main objectives could not be listed in a manner, which
would not interfere with at least one of the processes sequential numbering
system identifying the steps.
•

Banfield has the creation of alternatives prior to the creation of goals.

Boyce creates goals and alternatives concurrently. Alexander creates goals prior
to alternatives, which is unique to his process. Additionally, Alexander identifies
a technique (Step 3. Prediction and Projection) and inserts it into his process at
its first use and also identifies it as a tool to be used in later steps.
Sequential Ordering Analysis for Banfield and Alexander

Table 2 examines the sequential ordering between Banfield and
Alexander. The sequential ordering of the main objectives in the two processes
does not coincide when they are placed side by side for comparison. The
primary reason is because Alexander's process has more step headings and
main objectives. All the main objectives within Banfield's process can also be
found within Alexander's process.
Alexander's process finishes the final design of goals and alternatives
within its first two steps. Banfield's process requires its first three steps to
accomplish the same task. The only shared similarity is step 2 in which both
processes have final design of goals as a main objective.
Even though the processes do not sync up well within this matrix formed,
the sequential ordering of the steps is still relatively the same with the exception
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Table 2: Sequential Ordering Analysis for Alexander and Banfield

Main Objectives

Banfield

Alexander

Identify the issues

X

Step 1

Preliminary development of

X

X

Final design of goals

Step 2

Step 2

Preliminary design of

Step 1

Step 3

Final design of alternatives

Step 3

Step 4

Preliminary evaluation of

X

Step 3, 5

Step 4

Step 6

X

Step 3, 6

goals

alternatives

alternatives
Final evaluation of
alternatives
Selection of alternatives

Implementation of alternatives X
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Step 7

of Banfield's process creating alternatives prior to goals, which has Banfield's2nd
step appearing before the 1 st in the above matrix. The order the steps appear
within Alexander's process stays in sequential order with the exception of step 3
showing up multiple times within the matrix. Step 6 appearing twice with in the
matrix does not necessarily interfere with the sequential ordering as it appears
back to back.
Sequential Ordering Analysis for Boyce and Alexander

Table 3 examines the sequential ordering between Boyce and Alexander.
The sequential ordering of the main objectives does not coincide well when
compared in the above matrix. The primary reason is because Alexander's
process has more step headings and main objectives. Boyce's process went into
more detail on how to create goals and objectives, as is reflected in steps 1 and
2 appearing twice within the process of creating goals and objectives. Alexander
has two steps to develop alternatives and one step to develop goals.
Alexander's process did not have the main objectives of preliminary
design of goals within his process. He had final design of goals in his2nd step
(Goal Articulation) and final design alternatives by his 4th step. Boyce's
technique developed goals and alternatives side by side. He developed
preliminary goals and alternatives in h is 1 st step and had fully designed goals and
alternatives in his 2 nd step (Elaboration of Each Concept into an Alternative Plan).
Th is is a notable break in the process with regards to process. Alexander's
process appears more straightforward , create goals and then create alternatives.
Boyce is creating goals and alternatives concurrently which suggest a more
complex relationship between goals and alternatives than Alexander's process.
Again, Alexander's 3rd step also affects the ordering because it appears three
different times within the process. The only time both processes share the same
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Table 3: Sequential Ordering Analysis for Boyce and Alexander

Main Objectives

Boyce Alexander

Identify the issues

X

Preliminary development of

Step 1 X

Step 1

goals
Final design of goals

Step 2 Step 2

Preliminary design of

Step 1 Step 3

alternatives
Final design of alternatives

Step 2 Step 4

Preliminary evaluation of

X

Step 3, 5

alternatives
Final evaluation of

Step 3 Step 6

alternatives
Selection of alternatives

Step 4 Step 3, 6

Implementation of alternatives X
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Step 7

main objective is in step 2. Even though the processes do not sync up well within
this matrix, the overall sequential ordering of the steps is still relatively the same.
The order the steps appear within Alexander's process stay in sequential
order with the exception of step 3 showing up multiple times within the matrix.
Step 6 appearing twice within the matrix does not necessarily interfere with the
sequential ordering as it appears back to back. The order the steps appear
within Boyce's process stay for the most part in sequential order as well. Step 1
and 2 appear twice within the matrix which disrupts the ordering of the steps.
Boyce developing goals and alternatives simultaneously within his mode is the
reason for this which is a notable break in process from the other two processes.
Sequential Ordering Analysis for Banfield and Boyce

Table 4 examines the sequential ordering between Banfield and Boyce.
The sequential ordering of the main objectives do not coincide well when
compared in the above matrix. The primary reason is because Boyce's process
has more main objectives. However the two processes have the same number
of step headings. The different numbers of main objectives to fulfill for each
process cause the processes not to sync up well within the matrix but the overall
sequential ordering of the steps is still relatively the same.

The order the steps

appear within Banfield's process stay in sequential order with the exception of
creating alternatives prior to goals, which has the 2nd step appearing before the
1 st in the above matrix. The order the steps appear within Boyce's process stay
for the most part in sequential order as well. However, steps 1 and 2 appear
twice within the matrix which disrupts the ordering of the steps. Boyce
developing goals and alternatives simultaneously within his mode is the reason
for this, which is a notable break in process from the other two processes.
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Table 4: Sequential Ordering Analysis for Banfield and Boyce

Main Objectives

Banfield

Boyce

Identify the issues

X

X

Preliminary development of

X

Step 1

Final design of goals

Step 2

Step 2

Preliminary design of

Step 1

Step 1

Final design of alternatives

Step 3

Step 2

Preliminary evaluation of

X

X

Step 4

Step 3

X

Step 4

goals

alternatives

alternatives
Final evaluation of
alternatives
Selection of alternatives

Implementation of alternatives X
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X

CHAPTER V
SEQUENTIAL ORDERING ANALYSIS OF SHARED MAIN OBJECTIVES
BETWEEN TWO AND THREE PROCESSES
The following section reviews the sequential ordering of the shared main
objectives found in the two processes. Each process will be compared with the
other two processes. The information provided within each group will be a listing
of all main objectives, listing of shared main objectives, and listing of shared main
objective with step heading. Much of the disruption in sequential ordering was
due to the uneven number of main objectives between the processes.
Sequential Ordering Analysis for Banfield and Alexander
Table 5 examines the sequential ordering between Banfield and
Alexander based upon shared main objectives. Ignoring the lapse in numbers for
Alexander's steps, the sequential order stays in order. Once again, Banfield's
process stays in sequential order with the exception of creating alternatives prior
to goals, which has the 2nd step appearing before the 1st_ Overall, the processes
share a fundamentally similar core process.
Sequential Ordering Analysis for Boyce and Alexander
Table 6 examines the sequential ordering between Boyce and Alexander
based upon shared main objectives. As noted previously, step 3 showing up
multiple times within the matrix and Step 6 appearing twice within the matrix
interferes with the sequential ordering. With the noted exception and ignoring the
lapse in numbers for Alexander's steps, the sequential order stays in order. The
order the steps appear within Boyce's process stay for the most part in
sequential order as well. However, steps 1 and 2 appear twice within the matrix
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Table 5: Sequential Ordering Analysis for Banfield and Alexander Based
Upon Shared Main Objectives
Main Objectives

Banfield

Alexander

Final design of goals

Step 2

Step 2

Preliminary design of

Step 1

Step 3

Final design of alternatives

Step 3

Step 4

Final evaluation of

Step 4

Step 6

alternatives

alternatives

Table 6: Sequential Ordering Analysis for Boyce and Alexander Based
Upon Shared Main Objectives
Main Objectives

Boyce

Alexander

Final design of goals

Step 2

Step 2

Preliminary design of

Step 1

Step 3

Final design of alternatives

Step 2

Step 4

Final evaluation of

Step 3

Step 6

Step 4

Step 3, 6

alternatives

alternatives
Selection of alternatives
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which disrupts the ordering of the steps. Overall, the processes share a
fundamentally similar process.
Sequential Ordering Analysis for Boyce and Banfield

Table 7 examines the sequential ordering between Boyce and Banfield
based upon shared main objectives. The order the steps appear within Boyce's
process stay for the most part in sequential order as well. However, steps 1 and
2 appear twice within the matrix which disrupts the ordering of the steps. Once
again, Banfield's process stays in sequential order with the exception of creating
alternatives prior to goals, which has the 2nd step appearing before the 1 st in the
above matrix. Overall, the processes share a fundamentally similar core
process.
Sequential Ordering Analysis of Main Objectives Shared Between the Three
Processes

The following section further reduces the variations among the processes
by reviewing the sequential ordering of the step headings among the processes
based strictly on shared main objectives found in all three processes. The three
main objectives shared among the three processes and depicted in table 8 . The
sequential ordering of the steps for Banfield and Alexander stays in order.
Boyce's process has Step 2 appear twice due to the two particular main
objectives being completed in one step within his process. This circumstance
does not affect the sequential ordering and the steps also appear in order. When
reduced down to only shared main objectives between the three processes, the
order in which each main objective needs to be fulfilled stays the same for each
process. The above three main objectives represent the core elements shared
between the three examined processes.
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Table 7 : Sequential Ordering Analysis for Boyce and Banfield Based Upon
Shared Main Objectives
Main Objectives

Banfield

Boyce

Final design of goals

Step 2

Step 2

alternatives

Step 1

Step 1

Final design of alternatives

Step 3

Step 2

Step 4

Step 3

Preliminary design of

Final evaluation of
alternatives

Table 8 : Sequential Ordering of Main Objectives Shared Among the Three
Processes
Main Objectives

Banfield

Boyce

Alexander

Final design of goals

Step 2

Step 2

Step 2

Final design of alternatives

Step 3

Step 2

Step 4

Step 4

Step 3

Step 6

Final evaluation of
alternatives
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION
Summary of Content Analysis
The content described to fulfill the main objectives within the step
headings differed among the processes. Even when the main objective was the
same, the authors generally focused on a different aspect of the same main
objective to elaborate on. This added to the variability between the processes.
The ideas presented within the shared main objectives may be different, but the
information explains the same main objectives within an overall similar process.
The ideas do not contradict each other, but are complimentary. Each process
explains one particular way of dealing with the main objectives, but there is more
than one way to approach each main objective. The information from all the
processes taken together provides a more comprehensive base of information
explaining that particular main objective, than would be provided by any one
process.
Banfield's and Alexander's process depict a general process with limited
detail on the processes for each step. Boyce's process was specifically designed
to examine the urban decision making process for specific municipalities.
Boyce's process is a process based upon the general information outlined within
Banfield's and Alexander's processes.
Another variability was similar content found among processes but used at
different main objectives. The only circumstance of this was within Banfield's 1st
step. He had creating alternatives (prior to the creation of goals) that conformed
to goals as a way to creating alternatives. The other two processes used goals
as an evaluation technique for alternatives by testing whether the alternatives
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fulfilled the goals. Are having alternatives that conform to goals a technique to
create alternatives or a technique to evaluate alternatives or both?
The following gives an explanation of why this circumstance occurred
between the processes. "Tools often can be used for more than one function.
For example fieldwork techniques can be used for both identifying people's
environmental values and characterizing the social, political, and economic
setting. Similarly, processes can be used for characterizing the environmental
setting, integrating information, and forecasting. Although tools are described in
this book on function-by-function basis, their utility often is not limited to a
particular function." (Dale, 1 999)
Summary of Sequential Ordering Analysis

The forced separation and clumping of concepts within steps gave the
appearance of variability among the processes. The step headings and the
content within were devised by the creativity of the authors. Core concepts one
author might put into one step, another author might have chosen to spread out
into three steps. This affected the sequential ordering between the processes
even though the difference was mainly the matter of "labeling and packaging"
which was observed by Hudson.
The sequential ordering also appeared to be affected by the content the
authors put within the step headings. The process of breaking the content within
the step heading down into major objectives showed that the sequential ordering
of main objectives stayed relatively the same with a few exceptions. The
processes having different numbers of main objectives due to a process having
more in terms of content, having more than one main objective in a step heading,
and using the same main objective more than once in the process, gave the
initial appearance of affecting the sequential ordering of the steps.
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Overall, the analysis based upon similarities demonstrated that most of
the sequential ordering, with a few exceptions, was the same between the
processes. The only notable exception was Banfield creating alternatives before
identifying a formal process to create goals. The author thinks Banfield implied
creating goals first but did not formally mention this. This is due to the fact
Banfield creates his alternatives within the parameter of only creating alternatives
that conform to goals, which he never formally accomplished within his process.
Conclusion

The inconsistent sequential ordering, labeling and defining of steps
detailing the rational planning process over time have created a variety of
fragmented representations of the process. The main difference between the
three processes is the content because the steps focused on similar processes
but different methods to fulfill the same process. The content differences found
within the processes are not in contradiction with the others but are
complimentary.
Another notable difference was the process of creating goals and
alternatives. The three examined processes took different approaches, Banfield
focusing on alternatives prior to goals, Alexander creating goals and then
alternatives and Boyce concurrently developing goals and alternatives.
The last notable difference involves what steps belong in the rational
planning process. Alexander had 7 steps and Banfield and Boyce had 4.
Specifically, Alexander incorporates an implementation of alternatives step within
his process while the other two do not address this step.
The three processes examined each represent the rational planning
process in a limited fashion but the three processes consolidated is a more
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detailed and better representation of a general planning process.

The

consolidated process is found in Chapter VII.
Additional Observations
The following are additional observations made that may not be directly
supported by the above paper, but were considered significant observations
made during the process of creating this thesis.
•

Some processes went into specific techniques to accomplish steps, others

gave a broader ideal on the intent but gave no method on how to accomplish the
step.
•

The sequential ordering of the steps and defining of steps at times is a

subjective manifestation of how the different authors broke up their concepts into
the steps and not necessarily a significant change in ordering of steps or defining
of steps. Common sense would almost dictate this to be included within the
analysis, but the analysis consists of things as they appear in writing without
interpretation, as much as the author has the ability to do.
•

The rational planning process is an evolving process. As new tools are

developed to do different types of analysis, they will have to be incorporated to
keep the process current. This is a plausible explanation of why some main
objectives appear in one process and not another. The processes have more
main objectives within it as time progresses forward. Banfield's process has the
least amount of main objectives while Alexander's has the most.
•

The existence of so many versions of incomplete rational planning processes

only continued to add to the fragmentation concerning the knowledge about the
rational planning process. Authors that only used unique step headings with no
description of the steps and no reference to the initial source only add to this
false sense of completely understanding the process. The step headings
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probably have obvious meaning to the authors that created them but to everyone
else, a different interpretation could apply.
• There was never an attempt to comprehensively examine the rational
planning process. Instead, authors focused on what they felt were the most
important aspects of the process.
•

The relationship between rationalism and the planning process has

developed in such a way, that it is difficult not to associate one with the other.
Many of the steps represented in the rational planning process exist within other
planning process models (Kaiser, 1 995). Information could not be found within
the literature that dictated whether the steps of the planning process came from
rationalism or if ideals of rationalism were infused with a generic planning
process. Either way, it appears the ideal of rationalism has adversely affected
the general planning process to the effect that people did not go further to better
define the planning process but instead focused on the weaknesses and
implications of rationalism. This obsession with rationalism inadvertently
distorted the views on a general planning process to the point that it was
neglected.
•

The reason why the rational process persisted so long was because of how

much the process resembles other decision making processes found in other
disciplines. The term rationalism happened to be matched with or created a
general planning process that made sense.
•

The writer expected to find more variations between the processes than was

encountered. Differences did exist between the processes but not enough to
classify each examined process as a unique process representing the rational
planning process. Instead the misleading nuances involved in using the English
language to convey one particular idea with no misleading interpretations has
allowed variations to arise due to different interpretations of a common language.
The concepts conveyed between the processes do not contradict each other. If
anything, it appeared they complimented each other. Each of the processes has
one way (not necessarily the correct or only way) to achieve the steps which
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could have reflected the values of that particular era or author. Each process
could be seen as an independent version of the rational planning process, but
the processes examined could be seen better as incomplete parts to the rational
planning process. The processes put together as a whole, seems to more
comprehensively convey the concept of a planning process.
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CHAPTER VII
CONSOLIDATED PLANNING PROCESS
The author proposes a consolidated process based primarily upon the
three examined planning processes. The consolidated process represents
information taken from each of the processes examined. The consolidated
process will be compared to the selected processes and explained. The
proposed process depicted in Figure 1 0 most resembles Alexander's model, due
to Alexander's process having the most steps. Alexander's process identifies all
the steps located within Banfield's and Boyce's processes. Boyce and Banfield
have fewer steps within their process but a more comprehensive list of actions to
accomplish the steps. The consolidated process resembles Alexander's process
but the actions to fulfill the steps primarily came from Boyce and then Banfield.
The creation of goals and alternatives within a decision making process is
not a true starting point. There is always a catalyst driving the need. For
example, if the goal is to get more shops downtown, then the issue is vacant
storefronts. Having a step to identify issues adds validity to the process by
making it a more open process where all affected parties are involved from the
beginning.
The creation of goals and alternatives is not a linear decision making
process. The linear process of creating goals then alternatives neglects how
people think and create ideas. Goals and alternatives are very intertwined
because alternatives should be strictly based upon goals. The process of
developing strategies to accomplish the goals, not only refines the goals but also
identifies where the original goals listed may not be adequate. Hence, new goals
may be identified while creating alternatives. The creation of goals and
alternatives is the most important aspect of the planning process because if
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Proposed Urban & Regional Planning Process
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Figure 10. Proposed Consolidated Planning Process
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these are inaccurate, then the rest of the steps lead the process down the wrong
path.
The evaluation, selection and implementation of alternatives are
straightforward and coincide with the studied processes when the steps were
located within the process.
The concept of feedback loops is essential as well. Making the process
linear throughout, without an opportunity to review the decisions is inadequate.
Conditions which existed when the original decision was made could have
changed since the process. For example, the time it takes to identify issues,
create goals and alternatives and select alternatives is long enough for the
existing conditions which the decision making process was based upon to
change. The time after implementation and before testing the end results against
the stated goals is more than enough time for circumstances to change. Change
is a variable which is difficult to account for in the decision making process but it
is a variability which can be easily monitored for, throughout the decision making
process.
Comparison with Banfield

Most of the information contained within Banfield's process is used in the
consolidated process. Banfield's process d id not have a step for identifying the
issues, selecting alternatives and implementing the alternatives. H is process
was the first appearance within the literature tying in the concept of Rationalism
to a city planning process. His models holds truer to the ideals of rationalism
and makes the decision making process a technical process, implemented by
experts within the field. The steps not appearing within his model are the steps
most heavily influenced by public input and involvement. H is model was
inadequate to address the interd isciplinary nature of urban and regional planning
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as it evolved into a more complex arena heavily influenced by politics. The writer
believes the core of Banfield's subject matter is as valid today as it was when it
was created, but neglecting any area of the decision making process threatens to
make the profession of Urban and Regional Planning irrelevant.
Comparison with Boyce
Most of the information contained within Boyce's process is used in the
consolidated process. His process contributes more specific actions to
accomplish the steps than the other processes. His process is closely followed
to describe the creation of goals and alternatives within the consolidated process.
The steps not contained within his process is identifying the issues and
implementing the alternatives. Boyce's process has a similar weakness as
Banfield's, as it did not list out steps where public input and involvement are
influential. However, Boyce does have selection of alternatives which addresses
political climates which make the selection of an alternative more likely. On a
timeline, Boyce's process was the second to appear in the literature.
Comparison with Alexander
The consolidated process most resembles Alexander's process.
However, his process contributed the least amount of specific actions to
complete the steps. On a timeline, his process is the most current. His process
incorporates public input and involvement. Additionally, the process incorporates
feedback loops to account for changes which have occurred which make
previous decisions at earlier steps outdated. The general outline of his process
is the most comprehensive, with regards to the full decision making spectrum.
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Proposed Urban and Regional Planning Process
General Principles
•

The issues can be known and definable. (Dluhy, 1986)

•

"In its essence, the rational model reduces to three elements: 1 ) action is

purposeful, i.e., is directed toward some explicit end; 2) action is based on
scientific analyses and the inferences which are drawn from these analyses; and
3) the action taken is evaluated to see if the end was achieved" (Goldstein,
197 8).
•

It consists of a number of stages that link ideas to action. (Alexander, 1986)

•

It contains a prescribed relationship between goals and means. (Alexander,

1986)
•

There is " . . . systematic forward progression from goal setting to

implementation and back again through a feedback loop" (Kaiser, 1995).
•

There is a " . . . connection between goals, objectives, and policies; its staged

progression from goal-setting to implementation; and its use of logic and
deduction to analyze relevant information" (Kaiser, 1995).
•

It provides "The possibility of making accurate predictions concerning future

states... " (Goldstein, 197 8).
•

"Rationalism entails a commitment to the view that all problems are at root

technical ones, capable of technical solutions by appropriately credentialed
experts" (Goldstein, 1 97 8).
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Step 1. Identify issues
Planners, affected parties and elected representatives identify issues in the
project area which need further exploration.
Additional Points
•

The diagnosis of the problem depends on the image of the desired state,

which acts as a point of reference" (Alexander, 1986).
•

The definition of the problem directs the possible solutions.

Step 2. Goal and alternative creation
Goals are created which reflect issues identified and act as the vision for the
project area. Alternatives are created as specific strategies in order to achieve
the stated goals. The creation of goals and alternatives is not a linear process
where one step begins when the other ends.
Additional Points
Preliminary design of goal
Final design of goal
•

Goals are related to problem definition.

•

Alexander discusses various methods to create goals such as:
a. Interaction with affected parties

b. Goals may already be given for the project
c. Analysis of appropriate documents.

•

Goals can be incompatible with each other.
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•

The main obstacle in goal formulation is the need to fulfill multiple objectives

and no one course of action will fulfill them in their entirety.
•

Goals are essentially derived from the decision maker's norms and values.

•

Clearly defined goals are important to carry future steps such as design of

alternatives and evaluation of alternatives.
•

Goals are specified at a general level to allow any alternative to fulfill them, or

they evolved as the alternatives were later elaborated so the relationship
between the goals and alternatives could be more precise.
•

Explain the active and contextual elements of goals:
a. The active elements are the features of the situation that are the
primary interest and are sought after.
b. The contextual elements are features which exist in the background

and should not be adversely affected by the primary interest when
avoidable.
•

Attach a ranking value to each goal.

Preliminary design of alternatives
Final design of alternative

•

"identifying the key organizing principles that constitute the generative idea of

each scheme" (1 970).
•

The following ideas are central concepts that could graphically represent

alternatives or goals as a prelude to elaboration;
a. Plan Form - Spatial forms "exhibiting a singular organizing principle for
the physical structure of the region" (1 970).
b. Structural Characteristics - "Examples of structural characteristics are

centralization of activities versus decentralization, i.e. high vs low
residential"
(1 970).
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c. Transportation System - Another way of varying alternatives is to vary
the transportation system i.e. different freeway networks configurations
radial vs. grid.
•

Another method of generating central concepts is to examine the

development process i.e. controlled development vs. uncontrolled development.
•

Addresses various technical and informal methods of designing alternatives

such as;
a. Heuristic search is informally gathering information such as asking a
coworker.
b. Systematic search is deliberately accessing data from sources.
c. Other types of design methods are, "AI DA (analysis of interrelated
decision areas), IBIS (issue-based information system), the I DEALS
concept, and the morphological box" (1996).
•

"A good plan must include deliberate design and cannot simply analyze given

options" (1996).
•

Fully elaborate alternatives by following methods:
a. "Modeling forecasting regional totals of population, employment, and
economic activity" (1970).
b. "Modeling for spatially allocating regional growth or private investment,
referred to here as urban development model" (1970).
c. "Models for simulating system performance, such as flows on a
transportation network" (1970).

•

Fully detailed objective and policy statements by giving the explanation or

given implication of goal.
•

Design of preliminary alternatives that conform to the following constraints:
a. Working with conditions fixed by the situation such as the resources
available.
b. "The opportunity area consists of the courses of action "really" open to
him, i.e., those which he is not precluded from taking by some limiting
condition" (Banfield, 1955).
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c. Feasibility.
d. Cost effectiveness.
•

Describes the three different level of details a course of action
(alternatives) may have when designing them:
a. The developmental level describes the most important commitments
or alternatives at a general level.

b. The program level gives details of the most important commitments at
an intermediary level.

c. The operational level describes the commitments in great detail.
Step 3. Evaluation of alternatives
The alternatives developed are reviewed by various types of cost and benefit
techniques to identify the potential strength and weaknesses of each alternative
scenario.

Additional Points
•

"Development of alternative solutions to problems always requires projection

into the future in order to estimate the conditions, needs, and constraints"
(Alexander, 1996).
•

The following are projection methods:
a. Population and employment projections.
b. One way to make projection is to use surrogate data of things for which
projection already exist, i.e.:
1. A method to estimate the need for future highway construction is
to estimate car ownership in the future.
2. Projection of expected energy demand is needed to predict
future generating capacity.
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•

Prediction is essential for foreseeing the outcomes and impacts of alternative

concepts, in order to properly evaluate and select them.
•

Checks for internal consistency; does each alternative respond to the

objectives, and constraints, example:
a. Is the alternative feasible, can it be done, given the known constraints
and available or projected resources?
b. If alternatives are not internally consistent or feasible, the alternatives
may have to be modified or the goals may have to be changed.
•

Alexander discusses pricing technique proposals such as cash-flow

projections, and financial analyses conventionally carried out for real-estate
projects.
•

Each alternative is evaluated individually by:
a. "network analyst, that is, the travel forecast, traffic assignment and
performance measures prepared for the transportation plan proposed for
each land use alternative" (Boyce, 197 0).
b. Performance measures were the following: "outputs of the network
analyst also served as measures and indices of the performance of the
facility system in response to a given land use analysis"; "the proportion
of the developed area and the population served by public water supply
and sewer systems were important measures of each alternative" (Boyce,
1970). The impact of alternatives on the tax base and tax revenues of
municipalities was another performance measure.
c. Another type of testing and measurement was the cost of public

facilities and service systems. It was assumed that different land use and
transportation alternatives would result in major differences in cost.
•

Alternatives were compared against each other with the option of creating a

system for ranking alternatives based on different attributes.
a. Efficiency criterion - "alternative is preferred to another if the net
benefits of the first alternative exceed those of the second, ratio of net
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benefits to cost, and incremental benefits and costs, maximizing net benefits"
(Boyce, 1 970). An example of an efficiency analysis is benefit-cost analysis.
b. Effectiveness criterion - "one alternative is preferred to another if it more fully
achieves the objectives of the plan, given a fixed budget or resource constraint,
choose the alternative that most fully achieves the objectives, given a fixed set of
objectives to be achieved, choose the alternative that minimizes cost" (Boyce,
1 970).
•

Evaluate the consequences of each course of action by the net value

attached to each set by a method such as cost-benefit analysis.
•

"Thus, before one can say that a given consequence is advantageous

or disadvantageous from the standpoint of the end-system as a whole, it is
necessary to calculate whether or not the gains in terms of some ends outweigh
the losses in terms of others" (Banfield, 1 955).
•

Use various quantitative evaluation criteria such as; efficiency (benefit-cost),

cost-effectiveness analysis (good when comparing programs with each other to
see which gets the most use, but has no base unit to judge if either is worth it),
and impact analysis (environmental impact statements)
•

Use various qualitative evaluation criteria such as; "Planning Balance Sheet,

an extension of benefit-cost analysis, to include nonmonetary and distributional
considerations. Another is the Goals-Achievement Matrix that reflect the impact
of alternative proposals on the objectives of different interest groups, objectives
which could be given different priorities, as, indeed , could the groups
themselves" (Alexander, 1 996).
Step 4. Selection of alternatives
Decision making body selects the preferred alternatives
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Additional Points
•

Decision maker can pick an alternative, go with status quo, or do nothing

•

The following methods were used to select alternative(s);
a. "The straightforward selection of a single alternative as the plan"
(Boyce, 1970).
b. "The combination of elements or components of a series of alternatives
into a final plan" (Boyce, 1970).
c. "The regeneration of a plan from what has been learned through the
preparations and evaluation of alternatives." (Boyce, 1970).

•

The following were possible involved parties involved in the decision making
a. "Decisions are entirely internal to a technical and professional staff'
(1970).
b. "Alternatives are presented to the general public or their
representatives for a direct preference vote" (Boyce, 1970).

•

Evaluation and the preliminary decision could be done by a,

"... technical and professional staff undertaking primarily technical evaluations or
the general public or selected interest groups, such as public officials or business
interests, making more general or politically based evaluations" (Boyce, 1970).
Step 5. Implementation of alternatives
Decision making body commits resources to carry forth the selected alternative
Additional Points
The following are conditions that make implementation of alternatives
more likely: "... strong political commitment appears to be a necessary, but not
always sufficient condition for the adoption and successful realization of
proposals. Clearly defined goals, which are translatable into objectives that can
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be monitored, are important. Simple projects that can be executed within a
framework of relative organizational autonomy are more likely to succeed than
complex plans that require the cooperation of numerous interdependent units"
(1996).
Step 6. Monitoring and feedback of alternatives
The implemented alternatives are continually reviewed as the scenario
progresses to ensure compliance with the chosen course of action, as well as the
achievement of the stated goals. During this review, it may be necessary to do a
fundamental restudy of goals and and/or alternatives if major changes have
occurred, or reconsider the selected alternatives if it is not an effective course of
action.
Step 7. Test end results against stated goals
Typically after a time frame of 5-1 5 years, the alternative scenarios are assessed
by how much of the stated goals were achieved.
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Appendix A-1 . Matching Steps and Actions with Main Objectives
Ernest Alexander
Step 1 . Problem Diagnosis
Main Objective
Identify the issues
Action
•

"The diagnosis of the problem depends on the image of the desired state,

which acts as a point of reference" (1986).
•

Alexander discusses various ways a problem can be defined by outside

variables such as the planner's own paradigm.
Effect on Previous or Future Steps
The definition of the problem directs the possible solutions
Step 2. Goal Articulation
Main Objective
Final design of goals
Action
•

Goals are related to problem definition.

•

Alexander discusses various methods to create goals such as:
a. Interaction with affected parties
b. Goals may already be given for the project
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c. Analysis of appropriate documents.
•

Goals can be incompatible with each other.

•

The main obstacle in goal formulation is the need to fulfill multiple objectives

and no one course of action will fulfill them in their entirety.
•

Goals are essentially derived from the decision maker's norms and values.

•

Clearly defined goals are important to carry future steps such as design of

alternatives and evaluation of alternatives.
Step 3. Predictions and Projection
Main Objectives
Preliminary design of goals
Preliminary evaluation of alternatives
Selection of alternatives
Action
•

"Development of alternative solutions to problems always requires

projection into the future in order to estimate the conditions, needs, and
constraints" (1996).
•

The following are projection methods:
a. Population and employment projections.
b. One way to make projection is to use surrogate data of things for which
projection already exist, i.e.:
1 . A method to estimate the need for future highway construction is
to estimate car ownership in the future.
2. Projection of expected energy demand is needed to predict
future generating capacity.

•

Prediction is essential for foreseeing the outcomes and impacts of

alternative concepts, in order to properly evaluate and select them.
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Step 4. Design of Alternative{s}
Main Objective
Final design of alternatives
Action
•

Addresses various technical and informal methods of designing alternatives

such as;
a. Heuristic search is informally gathering information such as asking a
coworker.
b. Systematic search is deliberately accessing data from sources.
c. Other types of design methods are, "AIDA (analysis of interrelated decision
areas), IBIS (issue-based information system), the IDEALS concept, and the
morphological box" (1996)
•

"A good plan must include deliberate design and cannot simply analyze given

options" (1996).
Step 5. Plan Testing
Main Objective
Preliminary evaluation of alternative(s)
Action
•

Checks for internal consistency; does each alternative respond to the

objectives, and constraints, example:
a. Is the alternative feasible, can it be done, given the known constraints
and available or projected resources?
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b. If alternatives are not internally consistent or feasible, the alternatives

may have to be modified or the goals may have to be changed.
•

Alexander discusses pricing technique proposals such as cash-flow

projections, and financial analyses conventionally carried out for real-estate
projects.
•

Alexander considers constraints on implementation also

Step 6. Evaluation

Main Objective
Final Evaluation of alternatives

Action
•

Evaluation stage begins when the planner knows they have a list of

alternatives that can be implemented.
•

Use various quantitative evaluation criteria such as; efficiency (benefit-cost),

cost-effectiveness analysis (good when comparing programs with each other to
see which gets the most use, but has no base unit to judge if either is worth it),
and impact analysis (environmental impact statements)
•

Use various qualitative evaluation criteria such as; "Planning Balance Sheet,

an extension of benefit-cost analysis, to include nonmonetary and distributional
considerations. Another is the Goals-Achievement Matrix that reflect the impact
of alternative proposals on the objectives of different interest groups, objectives
which could be given different priorities, as, indeed, could the groups
themselves" ( 1 996 ).
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Second Main Objective
Selection of alternatives
Action
•

Decision maker can pick an alternative, go with status quo, or do nothing

Step 7. Implementation (step is not included in future analysis, discussed
below under heading, Additional points about Alexander's rational planning
process.
Main Objective
Implementation of alternatives
Action
•

The following are conditions that make implementation of alternatives more

likely: " . . . strong political commitment appears to be a necessary, but not always
sufficient condition for the adoption and successful realization of proposals.
Clearly defined goals, which are translatable into objectives that can be
monitored, are important. Simple projects that can be executed within a
framework of relative organizational autonomy are more likely to succeed than
complex plans that require the cooperation of numerous interdependent units"
(1996).
Additional Points about Alexander's Rational Planning Process
There are several points within Alexander's process that consistently
made his process different when compared with the other two processes.
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Alexander's process had more steps and content within it that had no equivalent
match in the other two processes. Step 1 and step 7 had no equivalent in the
other two processes. The 3rd step (Prediction and Projection) was also unique.
This step was not a process that occurred at one point and ended when the next
step begun. No action was prescribed to accomplish at this step but just an
introduction to various techniques which would be used in later steps. Alexander
lists this step here because this was the first point that prediction and projection
methods were required. He stated that prediction and projection methods would
also be used in his plan testing and evaluation steps. Step three will skew the
upcoming analysis due to so many techniques being explained within the step
but to be used later in his process. Alexander presented his process as a
general planning process. The elaboration of each step is in an outline or bullet
format to improve clarity.

Justification for Representation as a Rational Planning Process
Alexander's process has features that represent the rational planning
process but without some of the general principles of rationalism. He states that
the process he proposed was a general process, and some or all of these steps
were found within general planning processes. He also had a chapter dedicated
to covering the axioms of rationalism and noting the major weaknesses of the
rational planning process
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Edward Banfield
Step 1. Analysis of the Situation
Main Objective
Preliminary design of alternatives
Action
•

Design of preliminary alternatives that conform to the following constraints:
a. Working with conditions fixed by the situation such as the resources
available.
b. "The opportunity area consists of the courses of action "really" open to
him, i.e. those which he is not precluded from taking by some limiting
condition" (1955).
c. Feasibility.
d. Cost effectiveness.
e. Preliminary design of alternatives that must already conform to goal.

Step 2. End Reduction and Elaboration
Main Objective
Final design of goals
Action
•

Explain the active and contextual elements of goals. The active elements are

the features of the situation that are the primary interest and are sought after.
The contextual elements are features which exist in the background and should
not be adversely affected by the primary interest when avoidable.
•

Attach a ranking value to each goal.
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•

If goals were too general, one would have to refine the goals further to

operational terms so they may be used as criterion later for the selection process
of alternatives.
Step 3. The Design of Course of Action

Main Objective
Final design of goals
Action
•

Describes the different level of details a course of action (alternatives) may

have when designing them. The three levels of detail are developmental,
program, and operational. The developmental level describes the most important
commitments or alternatives at a general level. The program level gives details
of the most important commitments at an intermediary level. The operational
level describes the commitments in great detail.
Step 4. The Comparative Evaluation of Consequences

Main Objective
Evaluation of alternatives

Action
•

Evaluate the consequences of each course of action by the net value

attached to each set by a method such as cost-benefit analysis.
•

"Thus, before one can say that a given consequence is advantageous or

disadvantageous from the standpoint of the end-system as a whole, it is
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necessary to calculate whether or not the gains in terms of some ends outweigh
the losses in terms of others" (1955).
Additional Points about Banfield's Rational Planning Process
One feature in Banfield's process made it consistently different when
doing the analysis between the processes. Banfield prescribed developing
alternatives in his 1st step (Analysis of the Situation) before formally creating
goals. However, Banfield indicates in the first step that the creation of
alternatives have to fulfill states goals. Banfield's process implies the creation of
goals but does not explicitly state the process within a step in his process. This
circumstance in his process affected the sequential ordering analysis later on.
However, Banfield states the alternatives developed in the first step must already
fulfill a goal which indicates goals have been already formulated.
Alexander's process prescribes creating goals prior to alternatives.
Boyce's process views the initial creation of goals and alternatives as a similar
process done simultaneously.
Justification for Representation as a Rational Planning Process
The only process being used for this study that was explicitly linked to the
rational planning process within the literature was Banfield's process. The other
two processes were not explicitly cited in the literature as rational planning
processes. Some underlying principles of rationalism may not explicitly show up
in the processes, i.e. evaluate all consequences, but all the processes do have a
type of evaluation step. The process to complete an evaluation step may be
different but the step is still an evaluation step.
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David Boyce
Step 1. Generation of Alternative Concepts
Main Objectives
Preliminary design of alternatives
Preliminary design of goals
Action
•

This process views goals and alternatives in the early stages as being the

same.
•

"defining a more detailed set of basic attributes for each alternative as a

prelude to elaboration" (1970).
•

"identifying the key organizing principles that constitute the generative idea of

each scheme" (1970).
•

The following ideas are central concepts that could graphically represent

alternatives or goals as a prelude to elaboration;
a. Plan Form - Spatial forms "exhibiting a singular organizing principle
for the physical structure of the region" (1970 ).
b. Structural Characteristics - "Examples of structural characteristics
are centralization of activities versus decentralization, i.e. high vs. low
residential" (1970).
c. Transportation System - Another way of varying alternatives is to

vary the transportation system i.e. different freeway networks
configurations radial vs. grid.
• Another method of generating central concepts is to examine the
development process i.e. controlled development vs. uncontrolled development.
•

Goals were specified at a general level to allow any alternative to fulfill them,

or they evolved as the alternatives were later elaborated so the relationship
between the goals and alternatives could be more precise.
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Step 2. Elaboration of Each Concept into an Alternative Plan
Main Objective
Final design of alternatives
Action
•

Fully elaborate alternatives by following methods:

a. "Modeling forecasting regional totals of population, employment, and
economic activity" (1970).
b. "Modeling for spatially allocating regional growth or private investment,
referred to here as urban development model" (1970).
c. "Models for simulating system performance, such as flows on a transportation
network" (1970).
Second Main Objective
Final design of goals
Action
•

Fully detailed objective and policy statements by giving the explanation or

given implication of goal.
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Step 3. Evaluation of Alternative Plans
Main Objective
Final evaluation of alternatives
Action
•

Each alternative is evaluated individually by:
a. "network analyst, that is, the travel forecast, traffic assignment and
performance measures prepared for the transportation plan proposed for
each land use alternative" (197 0 ).
b. Performance measures were the following: "outputs of the network
analyst also served as measures and indices of the performance of the facility
system in response to a given land use analysis"; "the proportion of the
developed area and the population served by public water supply and sewer
systems were important measures of each alternative" (197 0). The impact of
alternatives on the tax base and tax revenues of municipalities was another
performance measure.
c. Another type of testing and measurement was the cost of public facilities
and service systems. It was assumed that different land use and
transportation alternatives would result in major differences in cost.

•

Alternatives were compared against each other with the option of creating a

system for ranking alternatives based on different attributes.
a. Efficiency criterion - "alternative is preferred to another if the net benefits
of the first alternative exceed those of the second, ratio of net benefits to cost,
and incremental benefits and costs, maximizing net benefits" (1970). An
example of an efficiency analysis is benefit-cost analysis.
b. Effectiveness criterion - "one alternative is preferred to another if it more
fully achieves the objectives of the plan, given a· fixed budget or resource
constraint, choose the alternative that most fully achieves the objectives,
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given a fixed set of objectives to be achieved, choose the alternative that
minimizes cost" (197 0).
•

Evaluation could be done by a,

" . . . technical and professional staff undertaking primarily technical evaluations or
the general public or selected interest groups, such as public officials or business
interests, making more general or politically based evaluations" (1970).
Step 4. The Decision Process with Respect to the Alternative
Main Objective
Selection of alternatives
Action
•

The following methods were used to select alternative(s);
a. "The straightforward selection of a single alternative as the plan"
(197 0).
b. "The combination of elements or components of a series of

alternatives into a final plan" (197 0).
c. "The regeneration of a plan from what has been learned through
the preparations and evaluation of alternatives." (1970).
•

The following were possible involved parties involved in the decision making
a. "Decisions are entirely internal to a technical and professional
staff' (1970).

b. "Alternatives are presented to the general public or their
representatives for a direct preference vote" (197 0).
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Additional Points about Boyce's Rational Planning Process
This process was unique because it was used for analysis of several
cities' land use and transportation plan. A lot of the concepts and ideas that
appeared within this process were specifically oriented towards evaluating land
use and transportation plans. The steps within Boyce's process were developed
from examining the planning processes for 1 2 cities. This process was
developed to empirically compare the different planning agencies. This process
has more specific methods listed to complete each step when compared to
Alexander and Banfield.
Justification for Representation as a Rational Planning Process
Boyce's process has features that represent the rational planning process
but without some of the rationalism principles. This process was developed to
assess 1 2 municipalities. The time frame was in the SO's, a strong era for the
rational planning process. This process was also the most detailed of the three
processes as far as describing actions that were taken to complete the step
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